An Independent, Consumer-Oriented, Auto Body Collision Repair Business!

302 West Uwchlan Avenue
Downingtown, PA 19335

24/7 Emergency Line: 610-363-9111
Office Line: 610-269-1610
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POTENTIAL DRIVING HAZARDS FOR MOTORISTS:

POTHOLES
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In our area the snow and ice of winter have left the roads in bad shape. The repeated freezing and thawing of moisture
seeps through road surfaces and causes potholes. Keep these driving tips in mind this Spring as you travel:
 Hitting potholes can throw your car’s front end out of alignment. If you feel your car “pulling” during driving,
that’s a clue that you could have a problem. Check the tread on your tires: uneven tread wear can also be a sign
of misalignment. If you hit a severe pothole, have a tire dealer check your vehicles’ alignment and tire balance.
 When you hit a pothole you can damage your tire and/or the metal wheel of your vehicle. Keeping your tires
properly inflated will help reduce damage from potholes and other road hazards.
 The impact of potholes on tires increases dramatically with speed and can cause hidden, internal damage that
could lead to tire failure weeks, or even months, later. It’s best to avoid potholes entirely, but if that’s not
possible, don’t brake during the pothole impact.
 Instead, apply brakes before hitting a pothole and release them just prior to impact. Braking during the
impact sets up the tire and wheel assembly for a “solid hit” against the edge of the hole. Less severe
damage occurs when a tire is rolling than when it is skidding over a hole during braking.
If you experience any damage to your car due to a pothole, stop in for a free estimate of repair on your damage! Or if
your car is not drivable due to a pothole incident, call our 24/7 line #610-363-9111 for towing assistance!
Information provided by: www.rma.org

Crawford’s is YOUR CHOICE for Quality Services such as:
Auto Body Collision Repair!






Body & Fender Repair
Auto & Truck Refinishing
Unibody & Structural
Repairs
Frame Straightening
Damage Inspection &
Analysis







Pre-Repair Inspection
Post-Repair Inspection
Diminished Value
Assessments
PDR - Paintless Dent
Repair
Auto Glass Replacement

24/7 Towing & Recovery!
Types of Towing:

Light Duty

Heavy Duty

Emergency Recovery

Motorcycle Towing

Wheel Lift Towing

Flat Bed Towing

Road Side Services



Salvage Purchased
Car Removal
(Abandoned Vehicles)
Motor Club Towing
Lockouts
Vehicle Storage
Jump Start



And More!







Information Provided by: www.carcare.org

1. Check all fluids, including engine oil, power steering, brake and transmission fluids
as well as windshield washer solvent and antifreeze/coolant.
2. Check the hoses and belts to make sure they are not cracked, brittle, frayed, loose
or showing signs of excessive wear.
3. Check the battery and replace it if necessary. Make sure the connection is clean,
tight and corrosion-free.

State Inspection

Fuel Filter

Emissions
Replacement
4. Check the brake system annually and have the brake linings, rotors and drums

Steering &

Suspension
inspected at each oil change.
Alignment

Exhaust
5. Inspect the exhaust system for leaks, damage and broken supports or hanger if

Battery

A/C Tune-up
there is an unusual noise. Exhaust leaks can be dangerous and must be corrected
Replacement

Oil Changes

Brake Pad
without delay.

Engine Light
Replacement
Diagnosis
6. Schedule a tune-up to help the engine deliver the best balance of power and fuel

Pre-Trip Vehicle

Tire Check
economy and produce the lowest level of emissions.
Safety Checks

Head Light Aiming
7. Check the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) system, as proper
heating and cooling performance is critical for interior comfort and for safety reasons such as defrosting.
8. Inspect the steering and suspension system annually including shock absorbers, struts and chassis parts such as ball joints,
tie rod ends and other related components.
9. Check the tires, including tire pressure and tread. Uneven wear indicates a need for wheel alignment. Tires should also be
checked for bulges and bald spots.
10. Check the wipers and lighting so that you can see and be seen. Check that all interior and exterior lighting is working properly
and replace worn wiper blades so you can see clearly when driving during precipitation.

Before taking your car out for a drive in the warm weather
make sure you take care of these basic, but very important,
car maintenance procedures!

Visit us at:

www.crawfordsac.com

Member of The Pennsylvania Collision Trade Guild

IT’S SPRINGTIME!

Mechanical services provided on most makes and
models of both Domestic & Foreign vehicles:
These are just a few of the many
mechanical services provided at
Crawford’s Auto Center, Inc.:

We offer Mechanical Repairs!

Crawford’s Auto Center, Inc.
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RECONDITIONED WHEELS
AT 60 MPH THEY AREN’T WORTH THE RISK.

“ Hello, this is Steve from Crawford’s Auto Center.
I am calling to advise you that your insurance
company is asking us to install a potentially cracked
and damaged wheel on your car. We don’t feel that
this is the proper method to repair your vehicle.
However, this is all your insurance company is
willing to pay for. When we confronted your carrier with this
unprofessional behavior they advised us that this is what our
customer paid for in their insurance policy.
Could you please do us a favor and bring in a copy of
your auto insurance policy so we can read what
is covered? It makes no sense to us that you
would have agreed to use unsafe and dangerous
parts on your car; it would help us to help you
by reading what you have agreed to within your
insurance policy.”
>>> “Hello, this is Crawford’s again. Have you been
able to locate your insurance policy?“

I

t is not a surprise to us that most people have no idea

collision repair, the reconditioned wheel is a perfect example of
a “similar version” - A large percentage of automobile collision
damages involves one or more wheels on the damaged vehicle.
Many of today’s automobiles ride on aluminum alloy wheels that
can be costly when replacements are needed. We witness the
majority of insurance companies writing damage appraisals
using reconditioned wheels during their inspections. When the
appraiser is asked to write for a proper factory wheel, they
reply, “this is what the owner agreed to within their insurance
policy and that is all we are authorized to pay for.” The
safeness of the wheel or the risk and exposure to
the motoring public does not appear to concern the
insurance representatives. The insurance person is
focused on the alternative parts clause that is
listed in the auto insurance policy guidelines.
Alternative parts being aftermarket, salvaged,
rebuilt, refurbished and reconditioned parts.
We don’t believe our customers agreed to drive on

installed during collision repairs. Simply read the insurance

occurs and the guidelines within the policy become a reason to

policy when you purchase the product to assure you are entitled

call to your insurance agent and ask, “What exactly did you sell

to original factory parts, not similar versions . Please read your

me?” That is if you are lucky enough to have an agent to speak

insurance policies before you purchase it!

without agent representation.
We can explain this situation easier by using the

Exactly what is a Reconditioned Wheel? It is a
used, take-off or salvaged wheel that was previously damaged
by curb rash, accident loss or similar circumstances. The wheel

Nationwide Insurance Company’s “Brand New Belongings ”

is shipped to an aftermarket re-builder to be repaired and

television commercial. This TV ad depicts a scene where a

reconditioned and then marketed to the driving public as

home is broken into and the thieves make off with valuable

trustworthy and reliable. The prior condition and severity of a

household items. Next, is the insurance company’s sleekly

donor wheel becomes unrecognizable when the reconditioning

dressed lady who drops in and replaces the stolen items

company repairs, refinishes and polishes the wheels so it

throughout the home. The commercial’s narrator advises the

appears like new. It is important to point out, that reconditioned

folks watching at home that Nationwide will replace these items

wheels do not carry equivalent guarantees or warranties like the

with “brand new versions, so you don’t feel robbed!” Most

original manufactured wheels. The automobile repair industry

viewers fail to hear the part where the narrator uses the terms

has no certification process to determine the condition and test

brand new versions because they are caught up into the fear

the integrity of damaged wheels that are to be reconditioned.

and intimidation of having their home vandalized while watching There is no regulatory or governmental agency to ascertain if a
the tightly dressed lady replace their stolen items. But the key

donor wheel is a good candidate for safe wheel repairs. Matter

word here is “versions” And the insurance buying public needs

in fact the only true expert on aluminum alloy used in the

to realize what they are purchasing for insurance coverage,

manufacture of these wheels is Alcoa Aluminum, the world’s

because if you do suffer a loss, you may not get what you

leading producer of aluminum for alloy wheels. Alcoa Aluminum

believe you are entitled to by settling for similar versions.

has issued public statements that advise against welding and

Reconditioned Wheels: In the world of auto body

estimate for replacement parts that may carry potential risk
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SIX DECISIONS NOBODY
SHOULD MAKE FOR YOU:

to accept the part or not. Many body shops allow the insurance
company to dictate what parts are used for collision repairs and
1. When you’re too old to have fun.

repair under the premise, “that is all they would pay for”.
Direct Repair Shops are contracted with insurance companies
and have no choice in the matter, whereas they must do the
repairs following the conditions of their agreement with the
insurance company.

2. Whether or not to get married.

Crawford’s Auto Center believes that our customers
(consumers) are entitled to the best service possible and that
the restoration of the customer’s vehicle to pre–accident
condition using O.E.M. (original equipment manufacturer) parts

3. What to name your first born.

and manufacturer-recommended procedures is the best means
for achieving accurate results. Reconditioned wheels are not
safe and there is no liability coverage or guarantee included
with these wheels. This sums it up for our position on using
reconditioned wheels. In our opinion reconditioned wheels
should not be permitted on the roadways. We would not put

4. How to vote.

them on our vehicles and will not put them on yours.

questionably welded and unsafely repaired wheels when they

when the insurance policy is received in the mail it is filed educated consumer becomes an advocate for safe auto parts

with due to the large amount of policies being sold online

details). When insurance company representatives write an
and safety hazards, it becomes the repair shop’s responsibility

what their rights are within their insurance policy because purchase their insurance policy. However, this is where the
away and never opened. That is, until a property loss

Crawford’s Auto Center, Inc.

repairing damaged aluminum wheels (please see next page for
(Continued on the top of the next page.)

ALCOA’S POSITION
STATEMENT:

5. Who your family physician is.

WHEEL ALTERATION:
Alcoa does not approve any form of alteration to wheels except minor
cosmetic buffing for appearance purposes or sanding in the rim flange
area.
Wheels should not be altered by welding, brazing or other heat application
in an attempt to repair or straighten a wheel. Use of adapter or bead-locks
is not approved on Alcoa wheels.
Wheels should not be painted or otherwise coated in any way that may
interfere with the mounting surfaces.
Any wheels that show signs of alteration should be removed from service
and scrapped.
Wheel identification must be legible. Wheels should be taken out of service
if such identification does not meet federal requirements.
WARNING: Welding brazing or otherwise heating
any area of an Alcoa aluminum wheel will weaken
the wheel. Weakened or damaged wheels can lead
to an explosive separation of tires and wheels or
wheel failure on the vehicle.
Explosive separations of tires and wheels or wheel
failure on the vehicle could cause serious injuries
or death.
Never attempt to weld, braze or heat any surface
of an Alcoa aluminum wheel.

Information Provided By: Page #3 of Alcoa’s Wheel Service Manual. This can be found at:
http://www.alcoa.com/alcoawheels/catalog/pdf/servicemanual-english.pdf

D

6. Which collision repairer is right
for you and your family.

eciding who will provide collision repair for you and
your family should be up to you, not an insurance
company. Some insurance carriers really don’t give
you that choice. They try to steer you to “their”
preferred shop or Direct Repair Partner, “DRP” which has
given them special deals at YOUR expense just like an HMO.
The insurance company will dictate to these DRP shops which
repairs will be done and how. It’s possible you may not be
allowed to exercise your right to choose. These insurance
companies will trick you into thinking they are recommending
a Preferred Shop when actually they may be requiring you to
go there.
Pennsylvania State Consumer Law protects
“Your Right to Choose”.
If you value the relationship you’ve built with our shop or
have been referred by a friend or relative and do not want
decisions about your vehicle’s repairs made by someone else,
be sure to let the insurance company know that you are not
interested in their program. This is the best way for you to
protect the quality of repairs you receive and to safeguard
your automobile investment to the professionals you know
and trust.

